
SCIENCES PO REGISTRATION TIPS BY A FORMER BU-SCIENCES PO STUDENT 

 

BEFORE REGISTRATION 

• Make sure you watch this video. 

• Be sure to have your classes listed out on a piece of paper or on a document on your 

computer. Be even surer to have backups as classes do fill up fairly quickly!! (and I mean 

VERY quickly!) 

• Log in at least 15 minutes before registration begins and go to the page on your scolarité 

where you will register. When logging in, I highly recommend using the English version of the 

scolarité so to avoid any misunderstandings of any words during the registration process. 

Once logged in, click Academic Services, under which you will then click Online Course 

Registration. Consistently refresh this page to make sure that the system does not log you 

out for idle use (as what usually happens with Facebook, Email, etc.) 

• I suggest opening up your time & date preferences on your computer so not only can you 

see the hour and minute, but you will also be able to watch the seconds.  

• As it concerns refreshing the page, be sure to refresh the page around 5 or 4 seconds before 

registration actually opens up. This is for two reasons. First, Sciences Po will sometimes 

open up registration a few seconds before to avoid crashing their servers from the large 

influx of people logging in all over the world. Second, if you do refresh the page 5 seconds 

before this will either allow you to enter the registration “early” or it will provide you with 

enough time for you to refresh the page again at the time of registration. 

 

WHEN REGISTRATION OPENS…BE FAST, BUT MORE IMPORTANTLY BE EFFICIENT! & HERE IS HOW! 

• When Registration opens, the page is ordered in terms of classes. Formation Commune will 

be on top, then the French Seminars, then the English Seminars, then the French Electives, 

then the English Electives, then the Special/Optional courses. Somewhere in the mix you will 

find the Language Courses as well. 

• Under each heading, for example English Electives, you will see a list of hyperlinks such as: 

o Law Electives 

o Economy Electives, etc. 

▪ You then must click this hyperlink which will then open up a new page 

where you will find all the classes under that category. Once you’re on this 

page – you are able to register for the class so long as there is not a ‘C’ next 

to the course name. Please see the video for more information. 

• I highly recommend working from the bottom up. By this I mean registering for all of your 

electives first, then seminars, then your formation commune. This is strategic because 

electives have the smallest number of students (i.e. the lowest number of spots available, 

especially if you intend on registering for them last). 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9tplrGmOeU&index=2&list=PL7zO8BcF69zk2WhmnHir3wx5EMmI2TbOp


AFTER REGISTRATION 

• Once you are fully registered, be sure to congratulate yourself! You did it! At this point, I 

would go back to academic services on your scolarité and print out two schedules. First, click 

on “Online Schedule (graphic)”. When you click this, a weekly calendar will show up with all 

the times of your classes. If you don’t see anything don’t worry! This is probably because you 

are on today’s week meaning you don’t have class so they won’t show up. Go to the first 

week of classes (see Sciences Po Academic Calendar for details and exact dates). Once here, 

print this page out and put it in your Agenda. Then, go back to academic services and click 

“Detailed online schedule”. This will now show you every class, the time it occurs and more 

importantly where it occurs. Print this out – it should be a couple of pages. What I now 

suggest doing is writing on your weekly schedule where each class is located (what building 

and what room). Remember, this is listed on the sheet you just printed out!  

• Now you are ready to enjoy what will be one of the most exciting but challenging semester(s) 

of your academic career! Best of luck!! 

 

 

 


